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From The Editor's Viewpoint 
the new seriousness: to what purpose? 
To the perceptive educator, and even to those not so perceptive, it is clear that the 
nation has begun a serious in-depth reassessment of American public education. Of 
course, dissatisfaction with our schools has existed for years, bu t it has been most 
pointed ly expressed by special interest groups-an elite of the concerned. The breadth 
of the current seriousness is what is new. As long as education was the preserve of an 
elite· i t was not the concern of the many. That has changed, and now everyone, 
regardless of calling, appears interested in educational reform, or at least the rhetoric of 
reform. 
The mounting acrid criticism of public education and the basic assumptions un-
derlying its practice have been both beneficial and injurious. They have been beneficial 
in that the problems confronting education have been redefined, the assumptions 
demytho logized, and the need for assessment and planning confirmed; injurious in that 
the clamor for reform, accountabi li ty, frugality, and efficiency often disguised a rather 
crude attempt to make publ ic education into someth ing it was not intended to be, that 
is, a super-efficient vehicle for vast and far-reaching social change. Educators and critics 
who claim that public education must be all things to all people do everyone a great 
d isservice. 
In purely quantitative terms, American public educators are attempting at the present 
time a vastly more ambitious and complex undertaking than ever before. The schools 
inc
r
easingly are being called on to assume social responsibilities that cannot, as so 
many would have us believe, be dealt with by other agencies in our society. An un-
dertaking so boundless is certain to be both inefficien t and lacking in human ef-
fectiveness . Pressures for consolida t ion of educational effort to ach ieve efficiency and 
facil it ate accountability too often operate to submerge human values. 
Traditionally, Americans have been apathetically or actively wi ll ing to accept a 
certain degree of operational inefficiency rather than completely crush out diversit.y-
considered a major strength in American education-or end local control-vi ewed as a 
sh ield against rut hless centr alized omination . Now, however, we see inefficiency-
and human ineffectiveness-increased by polarizat ion of educators into self-cent ered 
po,ver group s, however justified by an exploitativ e society. We see continuing attempts 
to repress and direct students rather than to invo lve them in joint educational 
responsibi lities. A case could be made that our schoo ls are often too efficient in the 
control of students and not efficient enough in the use of funds and personnel. When 
we speak of efficiency in education we should distinguish between the two. 
The current excessive reliance of many educators on methods concerned with 
control, power, and efficiency, methods borrowed from the world of big business for the 
sake of more control, are, we suggest, the very determinants of the crisis in our 
classrooms. Not until growing numbers of us act to develop cooperative educational 
directions based on such positive values as acceptance of others wi thout fear, en-
couragement to develop ind ivi dual talents, and humanistic utilization of those talents 
for complementary accomplishment w ill we begin to resolve that crisis. 
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Unless those \vho hold that schools have value identify 
nlore ~i'f~ctive v.·ay s of getting the best ideas into practice in 
the least w(lsteful tiroe, the chances are that schools \vi ii not 
change (It all, .. varns this thoughtful essayist. Every concerned 
edt.1cator, he sugges1s, 1nust develop "the necessary skill s and 
understandiogs to oper(l te as a skilled consunler of f>roposed 




By John R. Dettre 
Dr. Dettre is an associate professor of Educational Ad -
ministration at the University of Nevada, las Vegas. He has 
also been a faculty O)Cmbcr at North Texas State University, 
lJnivc1sity o( Kentucky, University of Ne\•; 1\1.exfc;o and the 
5UNY (State University of Ne\v York) College at Buttaro, NC\V 
York. Presently his \f\ •ork is focused on the dcvclop1nent o( 
practitioner-oriented prog1a1ns fo1 educators at graduate 
levels and the adaptation of basic constn.icts in Interpersonal 
Com1nu1litat ions LO the pr~fntr(ltion of classroom teachers 
and adrninistrators. Mi:; \Yritings have appeared in a number 
of diffcrcrlt educational journals, an d he is the author of the 
book, Dccisiot• Makil1g in 1he Secondary School Classroom, 
published bt ' JNTEXT. As both a program developer or 
producer from the college level and as a consumer of ideas 
1A·hilc serving as a classroom teacher, principal, and 
su.sw,r int(>.nde1'lt, Dr. Dettre s nses the ieal prob leins involved 
i n tr(lnslating the ideas from the one level into practica l 
programs at the other level. 
2 
As we look ahead to developing "schools for tomorrow:' 
we are confronted by a bask problem recently indicated by 
James Cass, Education Editor of the Saturday Review/World 
rnagazine , w hen he observed, "The creative involvement that 
goes into the development of new programs is seldom 
duplicated by those who would reproduce them.''"I Cass 
seems to suggest the existence oi two different groups as well 
as two different tasks in the process of producing useful 
changes in education. 
The purpose here is to identify and describe some of the 
activit ies in which those \ll.1ho \vould reproduce innovations 
must engage if the best innovations are to becon1e 
meaning ful parts of future programs. In essence, the focus of 
the thoughts that fol low is on developing a kind of 
"ed vcat ioo al consumership" in relation to proposed prograrn 
innovat io ns. 
PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS2 
In order to deal with the notion of "educational con-
sumersh ip," one n1ust be \Villing to g ive some credence to a 
number of basic propositions related to the current process 
of bringing about educational change: 
1. The actual development of ideas for change in education 
usuall y takes place away from the location where the ideas 
will need to be adopted and implemented. That is, ideas 
are the end product of the efforts in regional Jabs, federally 
funded study COillfl1issions, college and university 
research, foundation-supported research, etc. 
2. Those doing the init iating and structuring of proposed 
i r,novations are seldom a part of the formal system 
wherein the ideas must be implemented. Those engaged in 
development are directly associated with other agencies 
involved in qther pursuits of an educational nature . 
3. The nel result is the emergence and coexistence of t\\'O 
d istinct but di fferent groups involved in the total process 
of b r inging in novations into actual use in education: 
a. A producer group seeking to generate ideas leading to 
formal proposals designed to assist those at the 
operational levels in education in the pursuit of their 
goals. 
b. A consumer group in search of ideas they can adopt and 
implement that will improve their ability to fulfill the 
expectations placed upon them by the supporting society .. 
EDUCATIONAL CONSIOERA TIONS, Vol. /, No. 2, F•ll 1973 
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4. Given the existence of both i:roups within the total process 
of change in education and accepting their respective 
functions and accountability in relation to producing 
programmatic innovations, the responsibility and final 
accountability for success or failure of ideas falls squa rely 
on the consumer grou1>, for It 1s their ultimate decjsions 
with relation to 1>roposed innovations which will deter-
mine which iMovations are selected for use in the 
schools. 
5. Acceptmg the critical role and final accountability of the 
consumer group, it would seem to follow that more formal 
attention should be given to the development of skills and 
understanding needed by the consumers to insure that the 
most useful innovations are selected for inclusion in the 
on-going process oi educ.1tion at the operational level. 
6. As such, the concern is with developing an improved 
" educational consumership" on the part of those being 
asked to select the "best" innovations from among 
numcr<XJS proposed innovations presented to them. 




" ex, to ro1lon w ::; .. 
construction 0 -w 
1• h1bitton > w 
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DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE CONSUMERSHIP 
One way to locate properly the activi ties involved in the 
achievement of changes in education is to visua lir.e a sinip le 
model based on a kind of producti01l·COnsumptlon cycle. 
Such a model is shown below. 
As a process, the model suggests that change involves a 
series of steps or stages: 
1. Someone perceives a discrepancy in some educational 
state of affairs presently in existence. (The discrepancy is 
identified as such because of a real or assumed difference 
between what one expects to be happening and what one 
believes is happening.) 
2. The perceiver translates the discrepancy into a basis for 
developing some kind of response through a production 
pfoc.ess involving exploration and construction activitie.s. 
3. Having constru<:ted and advertised the propcsed idea, 
those who are asked to include it in their proaram so 
through a process of inspecting the proposal (including 
NECOTlAl LON 
ti o ri lic;olion 
INSPfCttor-1 
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possibly negotiations with the producer) which will lead to 
a decision to accept the original proposal, to accept a 
modified version of it; or to rejec::t it . 
4. Given a decision to accept the original proposal or a 
01odified version of the original, those needing to make 
the proposal operational are faced wi th the necessity of 
properly incorporating the innovation into their tota l 
program so as to maximize its potential without detracting 
from the 1>roouctivity of other parts of the program already 
in operation. 
5. The end result is a changed state of affairs wherein the 
origin(1I c:ondition or activity is altered , modified, or even 
deleted with an acceptable substi tution made. 
In moving tO\\•a rd i1nproved "educationa l consumership," 
the primarv focus is on understanding those steps and stages 
involved in thoroughly inspecting a proposed chang e 
because the quality of the decision made will be directly 
propmtional to the quality of the inspection made . And, 
\vhi le in1proved "consumership" is dependent on a better 
understanding of other parts of the change process, i.e., an 
understanding of what the producer group does in 
developing innovations that \viii be proposed to the con-
sumers, the attention here will be restricted solely to the 
eHorts of the consu1ners in inspecting proposed innovations. 
The Consumer At Work 
I he work of the consumer begins when a proposed change 
is brought to his/her attention. For example, an idea 
proposed in a .iournal, a paper read at a fflecti ng, a speech 
given io a \ovorkshop, a de1nonstration, or the presentation of 
an idea through the various printed media such as pamphlets, 
brochures, and circulars may serve to make the consumer 
<t\¥are of the existence of an idea. Assuming the medium used 
for dissemination has done its job - peop l·e are positive ly 
attracted tov1rard an idea-it then becon1es necessary for 
those considering the idea to inspect it. 
In inspection, a cons urner shou ld plan to engage in three 
disti net phases and should understand that they occur in 
sequence. Inspection first involves a subjective consideration 
of the idea. This phase is followed by a form of substantive 
inspection. The final phase deals \Vi th situational factors. The 
consumer should understand that the inspection wil l no t 
ocwr in isolation but will take place while va rying kinds and 
degrees of influence are exerted . Some forms of influence 
will ernanate from the task cnvi ronn1ent \\•hil e ot hers \ viii 
come from the interpersonal environment that surrounds the 
inspector. For example, time available to give an idea serious 
consideration manifests i tself as a kind of pressure , hence 
influence, as a part of the task environment. Or, in the case of 
thf' .. interpersonal environment, the .congruence or lack of 
similarity of basic values among those individual s con-
sidering the proposal \ \•ill serve as positive or negative kinds 
of influen~e. The consumer should be prepared to accept the 
presence of varying kinds of ini luence but should not permit 
them to become disruptive. Part of the potentially disruptive 
aspects of influence can be controlled by the kind of 
procedures and policies established for conducting the in-
spection of a proposal. 
4 
Subjective Inspection. Each of us responds to a proposal 
us ng self as a start ing point. Such responses are wholly 
subjective, but they do occur and they occur first before we 
respond either to the substance of the proposal or the 
si tuation it affects. The following represent a kind of core of 
subjectivity that guide the fi rst steps taken in inspecting a 
prooosed inllovation: 
1. Affectivi ty, or the value systems, attitudes, beliefs, and 
opinions held by the inspector at the t ime he or she first 
encounters the proposal. 
l . I he experiences each inspecting individual has had with 
simila r innovations in the past. (Bad experiences will 
produce negative feelings \vhile good experiences will 
produce posi tive feelings.) 
3. The leve l of sk il l development the inspector possesses in 
relation to the demands perceived in the innovation. 
(Unfortullately, the adv<1nced publicity for an innovation 
may rely too heavily on sloganeering or "catch words" 
which belie the level of skill really needed by a consumer.) 
4. The image the consumer has of the producer of the 
proposal. 
5. The consumer's state of being at the time he first en-
counters the prono.sa l. 
6. The tin1 ing i nv olved in tcn11s of \v-hen the consun1 er first 
comes in contact wi th the proposal. 
7. The setting or place wherein the consumer makes the 
initial contact with the innovation. 
8. The complexity perc:eived in the innovation by the con-
sumer. (In edu cation, i t is almost an axiom that the higher 
the degree of perceived complexity, hence perceived 
demands on the consumer, the lower the rate and number 
of approvals.) 
9. The nature and quality of the information provided for the 
potential consumer at the time of ini tial contac t. (Another 
axiom suggests that the more voluminous and the more 
abstract the quantity of information presented in support 
of a proposed innovation the lower the rate and number of 
adoptions.) 
The consumer should realize that an initial response that is 
subjective is quit. c norn1a l and, if understood for \vhat it is1 
1nay ptomoce a n1ore objective inspection of a proposal in 
lhe next tv.•o phases. Convers ely, an un\ vil lingnes s to admit 
that one does engage in subjective treatrnents of proposals 
f irst tends to resu l t in the creation of artifi cial rationales for 
dealing with a proposa l and may generate all kinds of hidden 
agenda that serve to keep consumers from openly assessing 
proposals in tern1s of their stated substance, form, and 
direction. 
Substantive Inspection. In conducting the substantive 
inspection of a proposal, the consumer should plan to engage 
in two di fferent but related activities: 
1. Examination: 
a. The consumer should examine thoroughly the language 
used to define, delimit, and c;lescribe the proposal. 
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b. The consumer shou Id examine the general as well as the 
speci fic objectives indicated for the proposal. 
c. The consumer should exa1nin e th  precise nature of the 
data use d to provide the rationale for the pro1>osa l. 
d. The consumer should ana lyze and understand the 
natur e of the ptocess and steps provided for converting 
from the present state of affairs to the ne\" ' position. 
2. EstinHltion: 
a. The consumer must develop an overall estimate of the 
accuracy of the information presented . 
b. The consumer must determine the real level of in· 
telligence and skill required to deal fully with the 
proposa l. 
c. The consume r n1ust be able to develop a pre I i1ninary 
estimate of the real potential of the proposal, given his or 
her set of circumstances. 
d. The consumer must determine the relative kinds of 
certainty-uncertainty (risks) confronting those attempting 
to incorporate the proposal. 
A proposal must be met head-on and it is the consumer's 
responsibility to insure that a proposal addresses i tself to a 
number of things: (a) objectives. (b) verifiable data, (c) 
understan dable language, (d) descriptions of steps to be 
taken in convert ing frorn the existing state of affairs to the 
substance of the proposa l, (e) the risks involv ed, and (f) 
defini tive descriptions of real ski lls and understandings 
required of those who would implement the proposal. All of 
this clearly implies that consumers cannot poss ibly hope to 
1nake ~ substantiv e inspection of a proposa l in one or tvvo 
short meetings after school, and the foregoing should serve to 
suggest that without the basic knowledge and skills implied 
in (a) through (f) above, there will not be a meaningful in· 
spection of a proposa l. 
One fi nal note on conducting the substantive inspection. 
While items (a) through (f) above should be provided for by 
the producers of proposals, the fact remains that some 
producers do not regard al I of these areas as their respon· 
sibility. It behooves the consumer, therefore, to establish 
criteria for making such a thorough substantive inspection 
and to insist that the producer supply the nece>sa ry in· 
formation. It is of littl e or no t:onsolation to consumers to 
blame producers for omissions after a proposal has been 
approve d and starts rnalfun ctioning be<.:a use of the 
omissions. After all , the supporting society does not hold the 
producer accountable in any di rect sense. It is the consun1er 
, ... ho n1ust answer the question of \\'hy the 001 ission s \vere not 
identified and corrected before final approval was 
given. 
Sit"atio na/ lnspecrion. It is 1>ossible that in some cases the 
inspection may not proceed beyond a subst<l ntive inspection, 
A proposal, for example, may be judged as unacceptable 
beca use the goals are unclear or the processes to be em· 
ployed are not identified so those implementing the proposal 
knO\\ ' ivhat is needed in terms of training or experience. But if 
a proposa l passes the f irst two phases, there still is a need for 
the consumer to loo k at a proposa l from a situational point of 
FALL 1973 
vie1iv. Ref ere1,ce here is to such things as the proposal in 
relation to: 
a. the actual nu1nbers \~1ithin the program that \·viii be af-
fected by the change; 
b. the space available to accommodate the proposed change 
as c.01n 1>ared \V ith the space required ; 
c. the amount of money involved {initial investrnent in a 
proposal as well as costs to maintain the change) wher1 
comparing the proposed change and its costs wi th the 
costs for the continued operation of the present state of 
affairs: and/or 
d. the needed degree of interest or readiness required to 
niake a pro posed program ·operational as compared \vith 
the known state of interest and readiness present in the 
total body of involved consumers. 
Each consumer finds himse l f/ herself in a given setting. 
That setting will dictate certain kinds of reality that cannot 
be overlooked. There is only so much money and there are 
only so rn any peop le '.vi th so 1nl1C.h training and experience in 
a given educational setting. There is a physica l plant wi th 
only so much space arrang ed in certain. and often inflexible, 
\Vays that cannot be changed regard less of how exciting a 
proposal may seem. There are establishe d laws and 1>olicies, 
rules and regulations, and 1)o t even the 1nost ar dent sur)porter 
of a proposa l can ignore suc.h reali ty in spite of subjective 
and substantive support for a proposed innovation. 
Negotiat ing Changes In An Original Proposal 
Seldom are proposa ls adopted as originally presented. 
Historically, some notable exceptions have oc<.:urred, as in 
the case of the 1>roposals presented by Conant in and for 
secondary education in the previous decade. But usually the 
final form of an adopted proposa l will vary from the original 
proposal and will reflect the use of a process of negotiations 
between producers and consumers. The consumer should 
understand that he/she has the right to seek an innovation 
that serves his/her purposes. The process of securing what is 
needed guarantees the consumer the right to seek, and 
obtain, 
1. Addit ional details. 
2. Redesigned relatio nships involving either internal or 
external cri teria as applied . 
3. Redesigned components in terms of either inter nal or 
exter nal criteria. 
4. Changes in symbolization if 1natters of con1munication are 
involved. 
5. Statistica l and graphical representations of any portion of 
a proposa l where such data will improve understanding. 
6. A precis e accounting of the initiat ion and development of 
the proposal, includi ng narnes , dates, places, amounts oi 
n1onev, etc.. 
7. Addit ional justi fication for the adoption of the proposal. 
8. Descriptions of alternatives ava ilable in moving frocn the 
point of inception through to f inal implementation of the 
7
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proPosal. including a "scenario" by the producer if the 
consumer feels such an accompanying document will 
help 
1 he producer. of course, is not obligated to make a 
p.oposal ava•lable indefinitely and e<1n withdraw a proPosed 
innovation whenever desired. But if the goal is to produce 
change for the betterment of p<ograms in education, then the 
chances oi adopting usefu l ideas seem infi nite ly better i f 
consumers know both that compromise is possible and how 
to negotiate changes. 
CONCLUS ION 
The ideas being proposed3 and the scenarios being written 
ior tomorrow's schools (e.g., Frymier, "Schools for 
Tomorrow;"4 Hack. ct al, Educational Futurism: 19855) all 
seem exciting and worthy of consideration. And, left to their 
own devices, producers might carry the day,as it were, if they 
w<>re 
able 
to dictate the inno-•ations needed However, the 
realities of educational change and programmatic in-
novations clc.-arly point to the presence oi an educational 
m.lrket place currently controlled by the consumers. 
Therefore, on the last analysis, it is the skill s in analysis and 
selection oi ideas possessed by the consumers that will 
delerm inc tonior row's programs. 
Given current rea l i ties of the market place for educational 
ideas, one can either work to irnprove the level of skil ls in 
"consum eo·ship" on the part of educators or seek to change 
the nature of the educational marketplace and i ts handl ing of 
innovations. Of the h 1vo, the fonner seerns more consistent 
with other efforts to upgrade the overall qua lity of practice in 
education. 
or course. there is sti ll another alternative : allow matters 
to continue as they are. At least such an alternative has one 
redeeming feature in terms of solving the problems related to 
tomorrow's schools: There won't ht! any such schools as we 
might wish to know them. In their place we will get whatever 
the outcome of the confrontatoons between the educational 
reactionaries and the reformers dictate, that is , son~thing 
that res ults from a kind of holy war between those wanting to 
get back to the "good old days" of highly structured 
education and those \.vho \\•is h to elinii nate schools as ""'c 
have know n the1n 311d turn al I the youth out to some kind of 
free school that apparently thr ives on no structure at all. The 
only bulwark against both ii an Informed body of prac-
titioners \'vho kno\v ho\v to make chnnges in a plann ed and 
del ib erate ki nd of way. Imp l ici t in this appro~ch will be the 
possession of the necessary skill s and understandings to 
operate as a skill ed consumer of proposed ideas for positive 
change in education. 
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Ger.)ld O. B~iltr laVi.sa Wil.son 
Dr Bailey, an assistant professor of Cumwlum and In· 
struttion .n ~'1nias State Univ~rs.ity since 1972, lS J}MbC:ul; uty 
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t'duc.at1on. 1nqi..11ry behavior$ and techniques~ and teacher· 
)tudent 1ntcractioos He earned his bachek>rs, rnastcrs, and 
ld.O. d~s,ee> e>t 1..he Utlivcrsity of Nebraska at Lincoln Since 
'19bb he also hl'S taught in h .. ·o tif)coln secondary sc:hools, co-
d1rcctcd a. Nebras.ka ITT inservice sta ff d~vclop lcnt pro1eet 
fol' U1\1vcrsi1y of Nebraska staff m~mbers, bee •' coordinator 
for a UnivC> r$ily of Nc-braska·,'v\idvvestern RegiOnill Educo.t1on 
Labor(ltorv inr.erv1cc staff development projec t for lincoln 
publi<: sehoo ls, and been C01lsulta.ot and instructor for the 
Kansas State U nivers ity Te<lCher Corps orojecL 
lJr W1hou, an assist<lnt professor of Curricutunl and In" 
strl1ction at Kansas State Universit"" is particularly interested 
io cJ.rly childho od education and elemet1tarv remedial 
H!d<.hng 1>t()GranlS She taught extensively in these areas. 
1nclud•ng t.indergarten, first t;rade, and day care eenter1 In 
Ncb<asko. MMvl•nd, and South Dakota from 1959 to 1967, 
when !he 10<ncd Dakota State College, MadiSOf1, South 
O.il.ota .. ~ls a111nstructof in elementary educatfQO In 1971 sht-
~tt"red thf" Un1\·er.s1Ly of IO\va., earning her Ph.O there 1n 
1972 She Is a member of 1he Manhattan (Kansas) Day Core 
Ccn1cr Board of OlrPc.tors 
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The unnual t rek to the American Association of Colleges 
for Teacher Education (AACTE) meeting has become as 
ri tualistic as the holy pilgrimage to Mecca for those seeking 
employment as well as those socking employees in higher 
education. Thousands of prospective employees, recruiting 
officials, and placement officers throng to Chicago in order 
to facilitate the "matching process" of candidate with in· 
sutution. Job market glut 1 and curtailed institutional 
operating budgets2 have made employment procedure. 
increasingly difficult for both 1><ospcchve employee and 
employer. As a result, the degree of human anxief\' and 
frustration have skyrocketed lo almost intolerable height5 
during the last two years. The sravlty of the situat ion is 
reflected in a lamentable comment heard from almost all 
graduate cand idates returning from the i\J\CTE meeting: 
"That dan)1'1 experienc~ wa s tOtC'lly dehumanizing in nature." 
The present com1>lex pl ace ment process in Chicago 
portends no easy solutions for either the graduate candidates 
or hiring institutions in the fulure. w·hile a majority of 
educators feel that the placement process at the annual 
AACTE meeting is crucial 1n making init ial employer· 
employee contacts. they also sense an urgency to assess the 
cxi.sting structure lo improve conditions for those who are to 
follow. In an attempt to enhance more efficient and less 
dehumanizing placement l)<Occdurcs at the annual meeting 
of AACTE in Chicago, we feel that iraduate candidates, hiring 
institutions, and placement officers need to a<fdress them· 
selves to at least four rna;or 1terns of concern: 
1. Delineating the goals of the local placement service. 
2. Organi<ing local delegations into mutually helpful groups. 
3. O rganizing the university suite in1o an eifective en-
vironment for em1)loyer and prospective em1>lo yee (both 
irom the universi ty and to the <111i vcrslty). 
4. Hurn aniz ing the selection process . 
Delineating the Goals of the Local Placement Service 
One of the major reas ons for prospective employee 
"cultural shock" is~ wide lack of knowledge concerning the 
total recruiting process and placement services P<oYid<!d by 
AACTE and ASCUS (Association f0< School, College, and 
University S1affmg). Information c ncerni g placement 
procedures needs to be d1>sem1nated to the graduate can· 
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An orientation session for all graduate students planning to 
~ttend the AACTE mee ting wou ld be extremely helpful. The 
local placernent service may choose to present specially 
prepared slide/ tape information concerning the conference 
and/ or hold a series of discussions dealing vvith the up-
corning event. \iVritten or verbalized inforn1ation shou ld 






include the following points: (1) How the AACTE meeting 
works, (2) Purpose and services of ASCUS, (3) Exemplar letters 
of applicatio n necessary for obtaining intervie\vS at 1\1\CTE, 
(4) Procedure of operat ion in the local delegation's suite and 
possible procedures being util ized in other delegatio n suites, 
(5) Suggestions for intervie\ving, vie\ving videotaped in-


















"' -s 0. 
Possible suite arrang~m~nt for a Differentiated Delegation. (See page 9.) 














terviews, p;1rt1c1pating in videotaped interviews, and 16) 
General suggestio ns. 
It is extremely important for local placement offici als to 
inform graduate candidates of the various hiring procedures 
used by participating universities. Some college dea ns do all 
the hiring out of their breast pockets, while many department 
heads have complete comrol of hiring their own personn<>L 
Yet another mode of operation involves a few college 
representatives co llecting vitae an d con ucting intervievs 
which arc then submitted to a fa culty advisory selection 
comrniuee 
Graduate candidates also need 10 be cautioned about their 
sense of urgency in obtaining a position at the meeting °' 
immediately thereafter. Certain institutions and hiring of-
i1cials do not share this urgency. Since the annual AACTE 
meeting occurs in February, there are many special con · 
ferences upcoming in the spring. Rather than commit 
themselves 10 a candidate, some hiring officials hold the 
position open as they await budget commitment> or continue 
to seek the "perfect choice" 
Graduate candidates need to be admonished tha1 effective 
placemerll practices would be greatly enhanced if they apply 
only for those positions for which they are most qualif ied. An 
increD>ingJy comrnon practice an1ong graduate students is to 
make as many applications and appointments as there are 
openings. This "shotgun approach" causes hiring officials to 
expend considerable effort and tome in sorting out those 
candidates whose qualiiications are not sui ted or matched to 
the job opening description. 
Organi• ing local Delegations Into Mutually Helpful Groups 
Much o( 1he awkward behavior exhibited by attending 
<lelegations is due to ti)(' limited personal relationships 
existing among faculty and graduate candidates. Op-
portuni ties for getting acquainted prior to the AACTE 
meeting would be tremendously beneficial. Facu lty members 
attending the AACTE meet ins should be well acquainted with 
each graduate candidate's needs and interem. Faculty 
familiarity with the graduate candidate's capabilities would 
make that person's endocsemeot much more genu111e during 
the placement activities. Only when the local delegation is 
aware oi the positions sought by its own graduate candidates 
and facult y openings avall('.lblc in thei r 0\\'11 ~H'l lversity can 
there be proper functioning of the delegation at the meeting . 
A "umber of universities sponsor a special breakfast, 
dinner. or conversation hour as a rallying point for can-
didates, faculty, and alumni Such meetings should be held at 
the earliest possible date during the convention. A planned 
program introducing candidates with special emphasis on 
their qualifications shou ld be made and a concerted effort 
should be made to enlist alumni with the responsi bility of 
helping place those candidates seeking employmenL 
Organizing the University Suite Into an Effective 
Environment for Employer ond Prospective Employee 
(Both from the University and to the University) 
A fundamental suggestion for every school represented al 
the AACTE meeting is to ori;anize its delegation on a Dif-
FALL 1973 
ferentiated Staff balls. Job seekers coming into the suite as 
well as job seekers operating out of the suite are cogni<ant of 
the orga nizational problem s within the delegations. For 
purposes of exan1ini11g a possible method of organizing staff 
responsibi lit ies, let us identify the team members by the 
following lilies : ( 1) Receptionist, (2) Facilitators, (3) Hiring 
Official. and (4) Videotape Credential Bank Specialist Other 
PQ>Sible representatives could be identified as follows: (1) 
Active Candida1es Seeking Position• and (2) Fu1ure Can-
didates Attending the A1\CTE Mee ting for Experience. 
The diagram on page 8 shows how a team cou ld be dif-
ferentiated in an attempt to become more effective. The 
receptionist could act as a coordinator for the entire team. 
IJ.as1c assignments would include assistin g visitors, assigning 
appointments, &1ving directions. anS\\'ering procedural 
questions, and disseminating Incoming and outgoing 
1ness3ges. An efficient ~ysten1 of message dissemination is 
essential if administrators' and candidates' needs are to be 
best served Facilitators could greet the visitor and acquaint 
the individual with the operating procedures within the suite. 
The facilitator's duties would also Include introducing other 
delegation representatives and the institution's hiring ot-
f 1ci(lfs . 
The videotape credential bank is a multi-purpose and 
optional feature that delegations could employ at the MCTE 
meeting. This service could be operated by a Speclalist and 
ullhzed by job seekers to show pre-recorded intervrews or 
selected episodes which demonstrate certain profes.ional 
competencies. The makeshift viewing area could be used by 
both candidates seeking employmerll with the institution and 
those active job seekers opcrat.ing out of the dclcgalion suite. 
An important feature of the delegation sui te is the bulletin 
bo.lrd The bulletin board, which should have a prominent 
posrtion in the room, might display a comprehensive listing 
of available candidates. Other Individual flyers with vita 
mforrnation could be made available tor interested persons 
~1pon request. For anv of the universities not comn1itted to 
secrecy, a l isting of the universily's job openings could also 
be shown on the bullet in board. 
Future job seekers representing the delegation could 
perform a variety of tasks for the Differentiated MCTE-
Delegation as well as familiarize themselves with the total 
placement process. One of the principal tasks of these 
dele8ation mc: mb ers would be actively to seek new and 
creative ideas from other deleaates and suites. This in-
formation could then be relayed to their own institutions and 
to college placement officials of AACTE-ASCUS . These 
persons could also function quite effectively in helping those 
active job seekers by conveying messages concerning 
possible job open111gs and other announcements relative to 
placement procedures at the AACTE meeting. 
Humanizing the Placement Process 
No set rules pre>ently exist which would instantaneously 
solve the problem• with the placement pr ocedur e• in 
Chicago. At the present time, however, tar too many job 
seekers sec the placement experience as cold, aloof, and a 
(continued on f>ilse 12) 
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la\ovs requiring school atten dance "sho\1ld be modified to 
inc lude fund ing and sanc.tion for progra.ms geared to meet 
individual needs and cultural differenc .es," this teacher 
conLends. Th e ~oal is to have sLudents sla\• in school not 




By Sister Antonita Diederich, O.S.f. 
• 
Sisler 1\ntonit<1 Dieder ich has taught high schoo l 
1riathenultics an d chemistry for the f>ast 28 years., mostlv in 
Ohio and Chicago and, since 1966. in Central Catholi c High 
School. \•Ves t Poiot, Nebra ska, \Vhere she heads the science 
dep<irtn1en t. She is curr ently co·~>resident of the Northeas t 
t'c
br
aska Academy of Science, a 1ne 1nber of the National 
Council o ( Teachers of Mathematics, and a Shell Merit FcllO\V 
from Cornell Uoiversity, Ithaca, Ne\'\• York. She is a menlber of 
the Franciscan Sisters of Christian Charity (0 .S.F.) at 
1\.1aoito1A·oc, \Visco nsin, and hold s a B.A. from Silver lake 
College in that con"lnl1.1nity. She also has taught sun1mer 
m<·1ttu~1na•iC'..s courses at Silver l ake. Sister Antooita holds ail 
1\1 ,A . from Catholic Uoiversity of An1erica, and has done 
advaoced study in m(lthern atics at Cornell and OePau l 
Univers ities. in chernistry (It Illinoi s lnstituLe of Technology, 
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Universit)'Of Notre Dame. Al present she is also 1n1rticipating 
in a four4 summer, se<1uel'ltial, NaLio11al Science Foundation· 
fvoded 1nathen1atics progran 1 at Marquette University. 
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Is there really a need for compulsory school attendance in 
the United States1 Two legal decisions over a period of 71 
years demonstrate development of opinion regarding 
con1pulsory ed uca tion. An Indiana Supr erne Court decision 
of 1901 upheld the right of the government to demand that 
children be educated. "No 1>arent can be said to have the 
right to deprive his child of the advantages . . . of the 
enlightened and comprehensive system of education en-
joined by the constitution of this state."1 !Jut a United States 
Supreme Court decision in 1972 is less strong in its defense of 
con1pulsory educa tion. "However strong the states' interest 
in universal compulso ry educ ation, it is by no means absol ute 
in the exclusion or subordination of all other interests.' '2 
Who has the right-the state, the parents, or the child 
himself- to decide upon the schooling of the individual? In 
1972, the Amish in the state of Wisconsin refused to send 
their children to pub I ic sc hools beyond the eighth grade 
because o f their religious beliefs. They were brought to trial, 
charged with violating the state's compulsory attendance 
law. In finally dec iding the case on appeal, the U.S. Supreme 
Court specifically exempted the Amish from the law's 
rcquirernent \Vith regard to secondary school attendance 
because of the guarantees of religious freedom provided by 
the First Amendn1ent to the Consti tution . However, the 
court's decis ion spec;ific:all y n"'l ade clear that it was not 
abolishing compulsory education laws.3 
If exemptions \.vere made for the Arn ish, cannot a ca.se be 
made for exemptions on other grounds? Compulsory 
schooling has been with us so Jong that there is a possibil ity 
that it has los t its "raison d'etre." Perhaps it is even defeating 
its original purpose. Perh a1>s the laws should be altered to 
accommodate social change and growth. Compulsory 
educ ation laws '"'ere adopted at a tirne \\'hen i1nrnigrants, 
coming in larg e groups to Ameri<:a, had to lea rn the language, 
the culture. and the democratic 1>rocessc s of the country of 
\.vhi<:h they were to become citizens. It was also necessary to 
protect children from the evi Is of child labor abuses. 
Although the ini tial reason for the law has now become 
relatively nonexistent, our nation has fought to guarantee 
educational opportunity on the ground that it is essential to 
good ci tizenship and. most would agree, correctly or not, to 
the pursuit of a happy li fe . "Th etheory behind all of this is 
that rnore education is not only for the good of the individual 
but also for society. A whole host of social ills can be cured 
by a strong dose of edu<: ation .. . . A high school education is 
no longer sufficient. .• . Everybody is urged to go on to 
college."4 









llt11 docs this theorv endure under present social con-
ditions! lias something changed to bring abou1 conditions 
under which education is no longer considered to be a 
privilege, such as spurred Abraham Lincoln to devote his 
nights 10 teachina himself to read so that he might assimilate 
th<- wi<dom contained in books' Why is it necessary now to 
state that 1tudents cannot legally withdraw from school until 
they reach the age of 16? Why is it that teachers fin<I it im-
possible to get some children to cttend school? In New York 
,1
lone "the doi ly 
number of absentees from academic high 
schoo ls a lone ha s increased from 44,807 in 1%& to 66,422 in 
1972. This means that on an average day, 85 attendance 
leaG hcrs are d;, ployed to bri ng'over 66,000 high school kid s to 
school."5 As~ result, some truants go unnoticed, are i&n ored, 
or are haridled superficially. In reality, one could say that in 
mllny cases the com pulsory attendance la\" ' is virtu ally 
u11enforced . Moroover, the disciplinary action for truancy is 
often suspension! As a result, many youngsters drop out of 
school; Indeed, probably "a large proportion of the dropout> 
may be doing what is h<'.st for themselves under the atrocious 
circumstances that exist "6 
What are these "atrocious circumstances"? They are the 
circunmanccs behind the inoovatioos and new tren<ls with 
which education is being swamped. Perhaps the most out -
stand ing criticisms with regard to the "atroc iou• cir-
cun1stc'\ 1)Ces" il re: irrelevance and the consequen t lack of 
motivation . The most publi cized irrelevance is the 
cdur.At ion• I system's treatment of lhe educational needs of 
children of the urban ghetto, usually considered lo be black 
d1i ldren. Schoo ling which is largely the product of white 
middle class standards is in no way relevant to the ghetto 
chil d. In most cases, he cannot function or succeed. Often he 
cannot gel his mi nd off his home cond itions long eno"gh lo 
concentrate on the work at hand .7 
Ivan Illi ch lai ms that we portray educat ion as a promise of 
salvation for the black poor.8 What follows is that we either 
fail to educate them or we succeed; if the lath•r. too often 
they are denied jobs when they enter the working world. We 
break our "promise," so to speak. Woo will help the ghetto 
children! T'he junkies or1 the weet will make victims of them 
if a relevant school system fails lo help them. A relevant 
school system cannot guarantee ghetto children em· 
pl
oyment, 
bu l il can help prepare them for employers' ex· 
J>ec
t
aliOn>. It can also help them learn to cope with life 
Olltsidc the ghetto. 
Lll1l the black ghetto is on ly one area where "atrocious 
cir cumstances" exist. Many Spanish-A merican children with 
specia l probl ems will be denied entrance to the mainstream 
of American lif e if their edufeational needs continue to 
receive scant attention from a system geared to the ir middle 
class neighbors. Also, the recent Indian studies, in the 
opinion of Donald Warren of the Universit\' of Illinois, 
confirms that these "fi rst Americans" are receiving 
educational experiences in reservation schools, boarding 
schools, or urban public schoo ls (Chicago , for example, has a 
concentration of l b,000 urban Indians) which constitute a 
national disgrace.9 
The charge that too much of our educational system is 
irre levant for mi nority groups is serious enough. But a sizable 
nu1nber of white Atllerican students have given up on the 
schools, too, and rightly or otherwise arc vocal in their 
cnticism of schooling a; a process and as an institution. In a 
series of taped converS<ltions with James Krohe, Jr., a 
graduate student at Sangamon State University, Springfield, 
Illinois, students of a small middle-class high school in a 
Midwestern town sarcastically described their school system 
and their instructors. "A frie1id of mine said that school made 
him feel unhuman, li ke he was a machine . I don' t think that's 
right. You're not a 1nachinc; you're machine materia l. The 
school 's the machine ." (Robert, age 15.) " l~s just a con· 
tinuous program, like they planned it all out. They just harass 
you consttontly ... " (Susan, age 14).'10 Even allowing fo r 
adolescent exaggeration, these crili cis1ns seen1 to have some 
valid ity. 
Perhaps these are some of the perversities in education 
leading to the swamping of education today with in-
novations, such as dese gregation, decentralization, alter-
native scllOols, open classrooms. career education, schools 
without walls, Summerhill, Parkw av, free schools, and the 
idea that teaching doesn' t always mean that learning is laking 
place. A number of modern educators have written books 
pror>0sing alternatives to the concept of universal com-
pulsory education . Some of these books, such as Ivan lllich's 
Deschooling Society, Jonathan Kozol's Free Schools, John 
llremcr's The School Wirhout Walls, "indicate an awareness 
of lhe perversity of the edL1Calion3I system.'"11 
However, there is also the opinion that compulsory 
education will not be aboli shed but that the laws with regard 
to il 1nay· be 1nodifi ed. Fra1cc5 C~ston quot.es Luvern Cun · 
ningham, former Dean of the Coll ege of Education of T'hc 
Ohio State University, who says, 'Tm not sure the state 
should not protect kids from fa milies where education is 
nonexistent and no motivation is provided."12 
In various cities throughout the country, free schools are 
experimenting with non-compulsory attendance. One of 
these is Southeast Alternatives in Minne<1 polis. Minnesota. 
I om O'Connell, a teacher in this educational program, says. 
" If compulsory education were abolished, programs would 
start adapting a little more .... Do you think the law actually 
keeps kids in schooll I think 11 gel! them to come to school 
once in a while, but doesn't guarante<! them learning 
anything. Society has an obligation to teach them basic skills 
so they can cope and survive . .. Schools have been breaking 
down because lhey haven't provided these basics to racial 
minorities. We should drop compulsory education: i.e., six 
hours a day in stone buildings. We should not drop com-
mit1nenls. We should a1lp ropr late funds to find new 
"Solutions.,,. 13 
The National Education Association Task Force on 
Compulsory Education has suggested that compulsory 
education and co mpul<ory atte ndance re not synonymous. 
It agreed that all Americans should be requ ired to re<:eive ,,,, 
education, but not necessarily during a ~our day and 180 
days per year. It recommended a flexible school timetab le 
and urged the adoption of amendments to laws to give 
schools the right to develop alternate programs.14 At present, 
state aid is allocated on the basis of an average daily a t· 
tendance. If this were to be changed, if a school's income 
11 
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·' 
were not to depend upon the physical presence of the 
student, educational flex ibi lity shou ld increase and programs 
relevant to the student or at leas t aesthetically and perso nall y 
exciting could develop. As one example, a program such as 
this, funded by the State of Missouri to provide career, job, 
vocational, and tr nini g information on the streets of St. 
Louis lo teenagers who \\'ere unable to find re\vardin g ern · 
ployment, was so succ:essful during the summer of 1972 that 
its workers were employed by the school system during the 
reg ular sc hool year to assist school counse ling personnel. 
The success of non-compulsory attendance al ternatives 
such as the St. Louis experience are making an increasingly 
strong case that our required attendance education laws 
should be modified to include funding and sanction for 
programs geared to meet individual needs and cultural 
differences. If educational programs can succeed in meeting 
these needs and di fferences, many a now potential dropout 
1>robably wil l stay in his or her innovative schoo l, will learn, 
will earn a diploma, and wi II become a pr· ductive member of 
our American society. Whether a "butcher, a baker or candle 
stick maker:' he or she wil I then no longe r be doomed to 
public welfare and to a life o f al ienation from the societal 
mainst reorn . His or her diploma can be a passport from an 
essentially non-productive to a productive community. Wi th 
his or her diploma and-more importantly, wi th developed 
social and occupational skill s- the student who now finds 
irrelevance and lack of motivation in schooling wil l be able 
to meet the set oi demands for productivity that the 
tec hnological system of business, industry, and burea ucratic 
rational ity has developed. Coupli ng modifications of 
compulsory · school attendance laws wi th innovative 
educational alternatives might yet help students effe ct ive ly 
ac
hieve 
the ide al ind ividual integration of freedom and 
respo
nsibili ty educ tors 
have talked about for so many yea rs. 
Dare we have enough faith in our older children, in ourse lves, 
to work for the day when students wi II stay in school not 
because they have to, but because they want to? 
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upgrading the employment scene in Chicago 
(continued from page 9) 
negativ e approach to secure a position in higher education . 
In fact, so1ne "vould contend that the procedures in Chicago 
are not too far rernove<l frorn Flaubert's Agriculture Shov1r in 
Madame Bovary, where animals are described in terms of 
people and people are described in terms of animals. 
Much of the inhumanness may be attributed to lack of 
orga1,izatio" by the attending instit1.1ti ons , inappropriate 
expectations on the part of applicants , and, from a select few, 
an eli t ist condcscendence to go through the motions of an 
interview. Our primary task is to recognize the cornplexi ty of 
the placement process in Chicag o and that it revo lves around 
human interaction. Human interaction at the AACTE meeting 
is a group problem that rn ust be solved by those seeking 
employees and those seeking employment. Only by ex-
<endi1)g ourse lves as courteous and concerned hu1nan being..s 
can "ve hope to translate our truly hu rnane character into a 
visible profess ional atmosphere. 
The suggested steps of action for graduate candidates, 
hiring institutions, and J)lacernent officers have bee n 
engendered with the belief that the placement process can 
be a much more productive and satisfying experience for all 
people involved . In l ight of the pressing employment 
problems, however, add i tional cooperative eiforts must be 
sought i f we are to f ind viable solutions. The need for making 
pl<Jcen1 ent procedures more systematic in order to insure 
well-adjus ted and sat isfied personnel in professorial ranks oi 
higher education has never been greater than at the present 
time. 
FOOTNOTES 
1. Enrollment of graduate so udents should double by 1~0. See 
lewis I). Mayhew , Graduate and Professional Education, 1980. (New 
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2. See Ear l F. Cheit, The /\'e~v Depression in Higher .Education, 
(New York: McGraw Hill, 1971). 









Young people must be helped .systematic ally (to) 
build theif own criteria of value; few otherwise 've sh all have a 
t1t1zenry \vhich is c:ondenVlcd to ot>erate inside another~s 
vte\v ol reC1lity, .. says this coocemed educ ato1. He s-pells out 
the chall enge to society and se lf. 
Vietnam and beyond: 
the challenge 
to educators 
By Ri chard A . Brosio 
• 
Ot. Brosto has been an assistant professor of SecoOOary 
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holds a 8 A. in History (1960) ao>d an M .A. in Education (19&2) 
fron1 the Uoivcrsit\· of Michigt>n. F rom 1962 to 1969 he taught 
in the social st udies area at two S11n Oiciio, Californi a, high 
schools. Or. Brosio 's res pons ibil ities at Oall State are in 
participation and th e so cial foun dations, and he maintains a 
s110t1i intcr<!'Sl in the concep t of- and qu-t?st for-
community 
f OUCATIONAL CONSIDERATI ONS, Vol . I, No. 2, Fall 197.J 
In the late nineteen frftics many Ame< icans felt compelled 
to quest ion some of their underlying assumptions because of 
the threat posed by the Soviet sputnik. A number of school 
systems became involvecf in frenzied activity during the 
aftermath of Soviet space success, ostens ibly to catch up 
\vith the Rus,sians in the fie lds of math ematics and science. 
Since 1965 this nation has bee11 involved in a war which 
has serioosly onderinined national unity and soci~tal con-
sensus. The fact that a peace treaty was signed in Paris does 
not affect the gist o f what this writer thinks about the In-
dochina ·var arlcf its impact on the educative process. It is 
wrious that the Vietnam crisis has not caused a call for 
school reform· a call to action which is commensurate to the 
one ''·hich occurred in reacti on to sputnik. It may \\'ell be 
that we have always known that i t is poss ible to catch up in a 
qu• nt if iable discipline l ike rocketry, but not in an area where 
an ind ividua l's va lues arc in need of re-appr aisal. Be that as it 
may. there are serious quest ions facing the publi c s hool< as 
a result of having been at war for over a decade. There is 
virtually no one in America who has not had to think 
through his/her underlying assumptions as a resul t of the 
conflict in Asia This \vriter thinks that too fe\v Americans 
were si gnificantly aided by 1heir school experrence in at· 
tempting to re-evaluate underlying assumptions. One might 
argue that many school subjects are not intended to help 
students ask quest ions concerning values , but the social 
studies curricu lum is ostensibly committed to such a task. 
Those persM s who are res ponsible for the social stu dies and 
language arts curr icula cann ot act as though the 'ivar Clnd 
<:onsc quen tial soul searching did not occur. 
Seventy years ago John Dowey began tea ching that we 
could solve problems rationall y and wise ly when the 
citizenry learned to use 1he experiment al method within the 
social arena itself Acc0<drng to Dewey, the absence of 
celestially mandated guidelines necessitated the develop-
ment of a methodological, common language in order to 
make societal consensus possible in a democracy. It may be 
appropriate for educators to exp lore approaches which speak 
to Dewey's hopes. We need to develop an effect ive method 
which can be taught, and which enables us to deal with Ol" 
most profound social di fferences. The public sc hool is in 
trouble in this last third of the twentieth centu ry, and it will 
cont inue to be in crisis unti l it honestly and intellige ntly 
addresses itS<?lf to the kind of quest ions which have been 
raised by the tragedy in Vietnam. 
One of the most serious difficulties confronting Americans 
durin g the war years was the s1•stematic attempt by the 
"13 
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executive branch of government to be the sole spokesman 1n 
defining fo re1an pohcy reality. Those who made the key war 
dcc1'ions took the responsibility for laying down the worklllg 
n'IO<lels \.vith '''h 1ch to interpret the events occurring in 
Vietnam Dean Rusk and oth<!r men around Lyndon Johnson 
took great pains to explain didactically to the American 
people how the domino the0<y w0< ked , or how China was 
using the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong as pa\.vns, and 
how only those professionals in the State Department had the 
lraining to sec these threats clearly. These working modeb or 
paradigms were predicated upon a simplistic, bi-polar, cold 
w;ir assumption; still , those who did ·not subscribe to Of· 
fic iall y defined reali ty were questioned about their loyalty to 
America. The Nixon Administration has not di ffered 
significar 1tly in its treatn1ent of critics ; in fact, its record is 
1>erhap s lc<s good than Johnson's. But in order to be critical 
oi the \'\•a r il w<>s , and is, necessary to estab lish one's O\' '" 
\vorking model or paradigni. Once one subscribes lO a 
pMticular paradigm or methodology, the person is making a 
value judgement in terms of what results are acceptable or 
desirable War critics had to free themselves from the 
bscnhowN·Rusk definition of the domino theory 1n order to 
question effectively America's involvement in Indochina. 
The ability to posit the existence of alternative models for 
analytic purpo>es allows one to break out of the parochial 
bind of offlclally imposed paradigms. Did the public school 
experi~nce of lhe nineteen sixties encourage studen ts to 
think through alternative models? 
Those who are respons ible for the social studies and 
langua11e arts curricu la have a special responsibil ity for 
teac hing the complex skill s needed to analyze the assump· 
li
ons 
of officially defined reality . Students must develop 
wmpctcncy to subject arbitrarily imposed paradigm~ and 
official reality to critical anal1•sis. It is beyond the scope of 
this <tatemenl to study the various methods which wou ld be 
helpful In reahzin¥ the c.ritical ability hoped for; clearly, 
though, there can be no substitute for the teacher being able 
to do real analysis so that students could see an adult himself 
lx-1ng analytical and uitical. 
The teacher must provide a model so that students can 
cxpenence a mature adult who thinks and acts through the 
many necessary steps involved in the solution of existential 
problems. One of the 1>rob lcms which has been exacerbated 
by the war 1s the use of governmental euphemisms for the 
description of evt!nt!> \v hich rnost citizer) S cannot themse lves 
witness. Those who have las hio ned governmental policy 111 
the war theater have sys tematicall y manipulated parad igms, 
concepts, and language usage so that official pr edicates have 
come to be the accc1)ted defin it ions for certain sub1ects. It 
may well be the responsibility of teachers in the areas of 
social studie> and the language arts to point out the subtle 
and 
multiplex 
nature of phenomena. In an age of constant 
media bombardment (often ti mes by a government which 1S 
expert at 1he use of media) it is conceivable that language 
will become so distorted that i t will be an ineffective tool 1n 
the hist0<ic search for precision, meaning, order, and truth. 
There 1s a Ions tradition in the western world whose 
members have refused to acquiesce to a purely descriptive 
frdrne of rcferenc~, insisting that there must be normat ive 
14 
dimensio1) as well. Teachers in the areas of social studies, 
language arts, and the humanities are surely familiar with this 
tradition. There has existed a great refusal to accept the 
pvrely descriptive is of an un1ust status quo, and to refuse it 
m the name of what ought to be. Carl Becker has said of the 
eighteenth century French philosophes that they sought to 
estabhsh an outside point of reference fOf themselves which 
was beyond the parameters of the contemporary status quo. 
\.\/hen a particu lar episode of history b see n in broader 
1~rspcct1ve, and \-vhen one has one1s O\\'n solid ground frorn 
which to evaluate sp~cific h appenings. then it is easier to 
realize that events could have occurred differen tl y than the 
way they did emerge. Once a sludent or citizen realizes that 
history and society arc constructs. created by particular men 
and \Von1en '.vho wish to forv.rard their own interests. it is less 
difficult to understand that not only could events have 
h,\ppened different ly, but that in some cases they should 
have. The corollary learning experience of that realization 
may well be that an individual c<ln become historically el· 
fective One m,>y <>Ven become convinced that personal and 
collective action can ohen inllucncc the course of events. 
This writer is convinced that the Vietnam tragedy pooes 
serious challenges to our society and to the public school. 
The contemp0<ar y challenge will nOl be as ea>ily met as the 
sputnik crisis of the nineteen fifties. The \var experience has 
clearly shown the need for persons who can get out beyond 
the lati tudes of official, governmentally defined r ali ty so 
that they can question the very basis of a syste1n vvith \\'hich 
they d is<Jgre e. 'vVe live in a tirne \\ •hen young people rnust be 
helped so that they can systematically bui ld their owo 
cnteria of values, for other.vise we Sh(l ll have <t citizen ry 
\'\•hich is condc1nncd to operate inside another's vie\\' of 
reality. 
America·s difficulty with regard to clearly art iculating and 
i(lcing the issues raise d by the \var In Indoc hina is indicative 
of our schools' failure to date, as well . It has historically been 
the office of the social stud ies and language arts to help 
provide just that kind of intellectual and moral ballast which 
dllows students to think and act cilt1cally , analytically, and 
with the ability to have empathy for those not exactly l ik e 
themselves. The Indochina War has forced many Americans 
to ask the tough questions of self and of society: inquiries 
into \ovhat one's under lying as)umplions and ultim\Jte con-
cern sreally are. It may well be time for the public schools to 
answe r the challenge which th e war has issued us. for ii 
educators fai l to deal creatively with tho questions which the 
tragedy has raised, individuals will still have to wrestle with 
lhe difficulties on their O \\ ln , 
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hn1n(l(J1ate ga111s in four areas of languaa:;e behavtor of nine 
nlOdt'fately retarded children. ctChteVCd lh«)\lgh a systematic 
.summer-cami:HYJ)e activity pr°"a.nl, remained significant 
one yea1 later. repon these authors 
an environmental 
language approach for 
increasing behavior 
of retarded children 
By Mildred Odom, Rex R. Boatman, 
and Dale D . Baum 
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The ability to communicate verbally is increasin11ly being 
seen as an 
important goal 
in the education of ment<>lly 
retarded chi ldren.1 Deficient communicative ski ll s are 
refl
ected 
in in~ppropriate social responscs,2 limited 
vocabulary , incorrect art iculation, faulty grammatical 
structure, and other related problems.3 
A number of writers (~.g .• Schlangcr,4 Wood,5 Ou nn6) have 
noted that many programs for the mentally recardcd 
provide too few challenges for verb.Jlizations and require 
only minimal communicat1vc skill. Guess, Rutherlord, and 
Smith7 reported that an impoverished environment seriously 
impedes both the acquisition and mainter>ance of com-
munocative skill>. Schicfclbusdl, et al.,8 stated that the 
retardate and hrs environment are not mutually se lf-
adjust ive, i. e .. the rctnrdacc fails in the environment and the 
environment in tum fails the retardate. Spradlin9 observed 
that appropriate speech is too infrequently reinforced in 
typical classroom seltinw s for the retarded. 
Follo\.viog an ext ensive rcviC\\' of the literature, Piens in 
·1%2 reported innumerable suggestions for speech programs 
f0< the mentally retarded, but a paucity of studies concerned 
woth the effectrveness of speech and language training 
procedures ior the mentally retarded.10 A notable exception 
is Smith's 1962 study 11 in which he reported significantly 
imf)roved langu<>ge performance for mentally retarded 
c:hild ren taught with a systematic language development 
program. His program, which was intended to be both 
stimu lating and enriching, vvas d irected toward developing 
the children's abil i ties to receive visual and auditory cues and 
then to relate to these cues through verbal or motor ex-
pressions. 
It was tl\e purpose f the present study to investigate both 
the immediate and Iona-range effects of a short-term summer 
environmental language development approach on the 
verbal behavior of moderately retarded children. It was 
hypothesized that the rate of verbal behavior of retardates 
, .. roulci be increased $Ubstantially follo\ .. •ing a systematic 
p1·ocrarn in ,~.ih ich the retardates \vould experience an en· 
vironrnental· event and concurrent ly verbali ze the ex-
nericnce. It \.vas reasoned thc)t such an approach i;vould in 
itself be stimulating and enriching as well as provide an 
abundance of oppQrtunity for corrective language teaching 
and reinforcement not readily available in the typical 
classroom setting. It was further hypothesized that im-
mediate gains in rate of verbal behavior would be dissipated 
over the course of a school year. 
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METHOD 
Selling 
This study was conducted in the environmental context of 
a medium-sized mid-western city under the auspices of an 
instructional materials center affiliated with the Kansas 
Url1versoty Regional Speeial Education Instructional Materials 
Center All training sessions were hetd out of doors for f\\'O 
and one-half hours daily over a six·week period dunna the 
summer mon ths. The study staff consisted of two ex· 
perienced special education teacher> wi th the occasional 
assistance of various cornrnunity resource persons. 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study consisted of nine children (six 
bovs and three girls) se lected from an intermediate level c lass 
for the educable mentally retarded. A description of the 
subjects is presented in Table 1. /\II subjects had Wechsler 
Intell igence Scale for Children (WI SC ) scores between 65 and 
83; were between the ages of twelve and thirteen and one· 
half at 
the beginning 
of the study; and were free of obvious 
visuat auditory, or physical imp airme-nts . 
TABLE 1 
Description of Subjects 







1ns.trument and Administration Procedure 
4 45 
7 01 
In order 10 secure language corpi of sufficient magnitude 
for comparative analyses of rates of verbal behavior, a 72· 
nem p1cture--st11nulu5 instrument \vas developed which 
related directly 10 the cont nt of the curriculum. The in-
strument was developed in resp0nse to Spradlin's ob· 
servat1on, 12 reported in 1%7, that five of the six subtests of 
the 1>arsoM lansua;ie Sample (Spradl in, 1963)13 require only 
one-word res 1lo nscs, as do most of the nine subtests of the 
Illino
is 
Test of Psyc holinguistic Abilities (McCarthy and Kirk, 
1963).14 
rhe instrument was designed tO sample three language 
1><ocesses
: r ceptive, 
integrative, and expressive. The ability 
of the instrument to sample 1hcse lhree processes has not yet 
been validated. There is, hm,-ever, an expressive component 
to each of these proce»es and it is this component on which 
the finding; of this study arc based. 
The administrat ion of the instrument was standardized for 
all subjects. Each item dealing with receplive language was 
presented with the question: "Wh at is in this picjJre?" Items 
dealing with integrative langun ge were presented i.vith the 
<1ues tion : "What is he (she) doing1" fx1)r essive language 
i tems were presented with either "What is happening?" or 
"What has happened? " 
'l'he test was ind ividually administered to all subjects by 
the same examiner. 'fhe subjecu were f)ermitted to discuss 
eac
h stimulu
s-i tem as long as they wished. The average time 
for each administration was approximately 30 minutes. The 
responses of each subject were tape-<ecorded and later 
transcribed to facilitate the analyses . 
E~perimental Design 
In order to ascertain the within-group changes in rate of 
verbal behavior, as opposed to bctween·grol!P d ifferences, 
the experimental subjects served as lheir own controls. Each 
subject was individually pretested, post-tested, and retested 
one year later during the followup phase of the study 
The dependent variables wh ich were selected for analysis 
included the follow ing four soul'ces of data concerning rate 
of verbal behavior: (1) total n111nb er of words. (2) total 
number of sentences, (3) sentence length, and (4) total 
number of nouns. lnterrater reli abil ity in judging the verbal 
behavior of the subjects in terms of the four dependent 
variables ranged from 94 percent to 100 percenl. 
Training Procedure and Curriculum 
The trarnrng program was designed to provide 
systematically a wide array of experiences with the natural 
environment. With each environmental encounter ea<:h 
subject was encouraged to verbaloi:.e what he was doing, 




Total Number of Words 
Total Number of Sentences 
Sentence len~th 
Total Number of Nouns 
16 
Descriptive Data of Croup Pretest, Post-test, and 
Followup Language Performance 
Pretest Post·test 
Median Range Median Range 
360 120-605 740 390·1475 
28 1-42 56 38-115 
5.7 2.7·7 .8 11.0 4.0-14 0 
123 55-155 210 170-375 
Fotlowup 
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VcrbJlizing the feel of bread dough is a new and different effort for 
c,lasJ memb~rs .. "" ·ho hav~ to gr ope for word$ to describe the sen,. 
sation . 
numerable natural opportunities for the staff to correct or to 
rPinforce the verbalizations of each of the subjects. 
Activities available in the immediate environment and 
which comprised the curriculum arc listed in the box at right. 
RE SUL TS AND DISCUSSION 
The verbal response rates oi the subjects to the picture-
stimuli during pretesting, post-testing, and followup testing 
arc summarized and presented as descriptive group data an 
Table 2,on page 16,opposite. It is interesting to note that the 
median rate oi verbal "~spending doubled from pre- to post-
tcsting for both total number of words and total number of 
sentences uttered . Also from pre· to post-testi ng, sentenca 
len gt h increased from a group median of 5.7 words to ·11.0 
words, whi le the num l>er o f nouns uttered increased from a 
median of 123 to one of 210. 
From post-testing to followup testing one year later, the 
median rate of verbal responding showed a slight decrease 
for each of the four language samples. The medians and the 
lower limit of each of the ranges reported in Table 2 indicate 
that all rhe subjects increased in their rate of verbal 
"'sponding to the picture-stimuli following the treatment 
period. Moreover. rnuch of the increased rate was retained 
during the year following the environmenta l language 
training program. 
Within the confines of the experimenta l design, all po ssible 
language performance changes o r comparisons were tested 
for statistical significan ce by use of the nonparametric 
WalGoxon matched-p.1irs test (Siegel, 1956).15 The results of 
these analyses are p<es<:nted in Table 3, shown on page 19. 
In the pretest-post-test analyses, the subjects' rates of 
verbal responding showed si11nificant increases for each of 
FALL ?973 
CURR ICU LAR CTIVITI ES 
I. Water S,ifety 
A. Pre--swirnming and swifnming 
1. Bobbing and breathing 
2. Float ing 
3. Trec"lding \'Vater 
4. Swimming 
B. Safety Devices 
1 Lafejackcts 
2. Other objects 
C. lloaung 
1. Boarding boat 
2. Rowing 
3. Leaving boat 








·1. Picking stra\vber ries 
2. Picking cherries 
3. Selling for profit 
C. Harvesting and Processing Wheal 
1. Combining and storing wheat 
2 Milling wheat 
3. Baking bread 
D. Dairy Products 
'1. Milking cows 
2. Processing milk 
3. ProduGing butter 
4. Producing ice cream 
I ll . Outdoor Recreation 
A. Fishing 
1. Practice casting 
2. Obtaining bait 
3. Fishing at lake 
4 . Shore lunch (fish fry) 
B. Camping 
1. Selecting campsite 
2. Providing for necessities 
3. Setting up tents 
4. Camping overnight 
5. Striking tents 
C. Miking 
1. Selecting route 
2. Providing for necessit ies 
3. Identifying plants and animals 
17 
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ABOVE: ''Whal de>cs a baby gosling sayl How doe-s he feel in your 
hand? \Vhat v»ill ht:! b~ When he grows up?" Mildred Odom poses 
the5e question5 to an enthralled young man destribing his ob· 
servations and feelings. 
BELOW: ''I sit in the stern. Chris sits in the bow. Thete are t~·o oa,-s ." 
Rex Bo.:.t1nan checks out one boy on boat operation and boat safety 
\\'hile the other awaits his turn. 
18 
the four language samples . These data confirmed the 
hypothesis that the rate of verbal responding of retardates 
would be signi ficantly increased through a short-term 
language traioin g pro gra1n in \-vhi ch the retardates would 
experience an envi ron mental event and con cur rently ver-
billize the experience. 
In the pretest;followup analy ses , the sub jects ' rates of 
verbal responding showed increases basically equivalent to 
those observed in the pretest-post-test analy ses. Verbal 
respond ing was further ·scrutinized by comparing post-test 
resu lts wi th foll owu1> test resul ts for ea ch oi the four 
language sa mples . Although th e medians of the four 
language samples decreased slightly irom post-test to 
followup testing, the changes in rate of verbal responding 
vverc not statisticall y signif ica nt. \·Vh ile no additional gains in 
rate of verba l responding were observed during the year 
ABOVE: "Take a bre.lth. Bio"· bubbles. Tell me how it feels." Boy 
helps bo' ' express language as he el'periences the \o\'ater. 
BELOW, LEFT: Propagation, irrigation; new words, new concepts, 
new language. 
8£L0\V, RICHY: 1\ltemberS of the class cultivate their crop of corn-
for popcorn-\vhile they c;:ultivate their language. 
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Total Numbei of Words 
Total "umber of Sentences 
Sentence l ength 
Total Nurnber of Nouns 
•p .:: .0·1 OM tailed 
Pretesf·Post·tc st 
Median 
Di ff. T 
+380.0 o· 
+ 28.0 0-
+ 5 3 o· 
+ 87.0 o• 
following the t reatment, the decrease in rate of verbal 
responding was negligible . These data failed to suPPort the 
hypothesis th<lt immediate gains 1n rate of verbal behavior 
would be lost over the period of a year To the contrary, the 
in11nediate gains were rnuc::h in evidence one year later 
Interestingly enough, the immediate gains remained 
re lat ive ly stable during the yea r fol lowing the treatment even 
tho ugh the subjects were assigned to teachers w ho hod not 
pa rt ic ipated in the treatmt>n t p hase of the s tudy. 
1\l though the present investigatio1' \vas prirnarily con· 
C<'rn<:'d v1ith se lect d quantitativt= as pects of langua&e 
performance, i.e., rate of verbal responding, certain 
qual1tat1vc aspects of languase functioning may be inferred 
irom the findings. For example, the significant increase in the 
use of nouns observed from pre- to post-testin g would in· 
di<ate rhat the subjects had learned to "nam e" or " label" 
obi~cts and events rathe r than simply d esc ribe them in te rms 
o f func tion , a behavior peculia r to children w ith de layed o r 
ddide n t languag e skill s (Wood1& ). Also, t he sign if ican t 
;,,c r ease in median sentence length o hs e rved fro m p re- to 
post-testing suggests the su bject.I had learned add itional 
lani:uage skills (e .g ., vocabu la ry, syntactical rules) wh ich 
facilitated their generating lon¥er sentences. 
In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest: (1) the 
language performance oi mode<ately retarded children can 
be significantly improved in terms of rate of verbalitation 
through pl<1n11ed language crain1ng in and v.•i th the natural 
cnvironrnen t, and (2) the tv1>ical classroom environ 1ncnt 
prov ided fo r moderately retarded children appear s to be 
stimul;iting and reinfor cing enoush to maintain lar)guage 
skills learne d in and through the nat u ra l e nv iro nment o f the 
conununity. 
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Just what did John Dewey say about clcmCf1laiy education! 
llb<M second<>ry educat•ool /\bout h•gher education! 
Woth parlocular regard to the sudy of hostoiy. ph;losopher 
Stone summarizes ~-ey"s PoS•tions f0t each iuca. 
John Dewey on history 
in elementary and 
secondary education 
By George C. Stone 
Dr Stont: lS Chairman of 1he 0ef)Ntment of Education~ 
Sterhf18 College. Sterling, Konsas. Educational philosophy, 
foundatooos, United States histoiy. and educational ad-
rninisuation are among his primary profes.sional interests. 
Puor to join1og Sterling as an associate- professor in 1971; Dr. 
Stone v.'aS ar' instructor in social sci(Jrlces at Paducah 
(Kentucky) Junior College {1967·1%8) ond an instructor at 
Southern Illinois Univers ity . 1\t the latter institotion, which 
a\v~rded him a l'h.O. ill '1973, he al.so was Adn1in istrative 
Ass istan t to tho Dean of the Collc~c of Liberal Arts and 
Scicnc~s. and, ii\ 1966-- 1967 a nd 1968·19 69, edi tor of the 
liberal Arts and Sc;en-ces Quarterly Ncwsleuer; he also 
aecomplished the duties oi the Assistant Dean (Students) 
during that gentleman's six-month ubba.t1cal. Besides his 
prolcswonal responsibilities. Or Stone for years has been 
tn~tved with Boy Scouts of Amt'uca local and regional 
acciv1ties 
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To John Dewey, one of the bask functions, if oot the basic 
function, of the schoo l is to make certain that by the time of 
graduation the student substantiall y understands his society. 
That is, upon graduation, students should be able to function 
in society, and be active, part ici1>ating , contributing membe rs 
in it. To be sure, this is no easy task for teachers or students. 
One difficu lty is that at the beginning of the process the child 
is immature and the society he must understand is extremely 
complex. Dewey was keenly aware of this situation. He 
pointed out on a numbe< of occasions that because children 
dre not adults it is difficult for them to study a contemporary 
complex society. for instance. on one occasion he wrote, 
So<•etv, that is the socio I relations ,..,hi ch the -ch i Id h.1s a1ound 
him, are the chi ld. I le C01\ lot tear them loose frorn hi1nsclf, 
nor hi1nself a'va~' from thern . It re<1uircs a highly trained ')du ll 
to do it \Vith any success, it tO\•Ches our fe~lings, i1lterests, al 
every poinL, and to eet t'l•l objective vie , ... oi the thil'li Is a 
matter of great difficulty ,1 
Dewey is convinced that students should begin the study 
of society in early elementary education. He charges the 
school with the task of simplifying existing social life , of 
redu<.ing it to an "embryonic form .1•2 
Me suggests that the most efficient method the school has 
of simpli fying existing social li fe for the child is using what he 
called the " historical view." He explai ns, "T he histor ical view 
... simplifies the social study; it reduces it to a number of 
simpler element> and forces; and in the second place it 
eliminates this el,;rnent of too great personal contiguity, of 
too great persooal attachment and interest.ff3 DCY>·ey makes 
it clear that history. too, if rt has any eduutional value, must 
be consistent with the ~neral purpose of the "historical 
vie\V." He wrote: 
I believe ... thCtt history is of edu cative value io so far as it 
presents phases of socll!l life (Ind grov.·th . \·V hen taken sirn 1>ly 
as history it is thro\o\•n Into lhe dist ant past and becomes deud 
a1
ld inert. T
akc11 as the record of 1nan's social life and 
prvg1ess it becornes full of rn o.ning. I bc licv ·e, ho\o\1ever, that 
it cannot be so taken exoop11ng as the child is also introduced 
dircc:Lly intc> social life.4 
Dewey's statement of the educative value of history in-
cludes two significant principles which. on occasion, have 
been incorr,;ctly interpreted. The first is that the educational 
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worth of history is primarily that of having the student grasp 
the contribution history makes to understanding social lif e, 
that is, the socializatio n of the consciousness. According to 
Dewey, " Th is at once fixes the principle that history is studied 
not for the sak e of hi.•tory considered as a record of 
something that happened."5 Unfortunately, manv people, 
especially historians, have tak~ Dewey to mean that history, 
•s history, should no longer be taught at any educational 
level. Yet nothing could be further from the truth, His 
reference is to history as it relates to the education of the 
child, espe cially the child in elementary school. Dewey does 
not mean to imply that the historian should or should not 
write history from his \•i ew of the educational value of 
history; neithN does he mean to imply that the mature 
student of history should or should not study history from 
this point of view. 
The second significant pri nciple is a reference to the 
method which, when applied by the teacher, will present 
phases of social life and growth Dewey is referring to the 
genetic method or " historical view" which he later claimed 
"was perhaps Lhe chief scientific achievement of the latter 
hal f of the nineteenth century."6 Commenting further on it, 
he wrote: 
Its priociplc is that the v. ·ay to Qet insight into ainy complex 
product •> to trace the process of its making-to follow lt 
through the successive sta8es of its gro\vth. To apJ>ly this 
rnethod to a story as if it meant only th~ truism t hat the 
present socinl $liltt: cannot b(! scparat~d from its Pl'ISt, ts one--
sided. fl 111-0ons equally that past evt}nt s can not be separated 
frOfn 
the 
llv1ng pre.sent and h'!:tain meaning. The trU4it $Carting 
1>0int of history is ahvayj ~e present s.ituahon \tJith its 
problems.7 
A common misinterpretation is that the history teacher 
should identify sorne contemporary problem occurring in the 
present and then assign students the task of tracing the origin 
of th,1t problem. The key to the misunderstanding seems to 
be on the word "product" in the above quotation . That term 
has been identified as bei ng synonymous with the term 
"problem." However, the two terms do not mean the same 
thing. Dewey did not suggest that some contemporary 
problem should be trace(! to its origin; he suggested that the 
way to get insight into any complex product is to trace the 
p<ocess of i ts making. Perhaps this can be made more clear 
bvexample. A logical example would be one in which Dewey 
employed the genetic method in an actual situation: the 
r.orriculum of the University of Chicago Laboratory School 
designed by Dewev. 
It is important to remember that John Dewey believed the 
school as an institution had the responsibility of simplifying 
the existing social life for the child. To accomplish the goal, 
he decided that the genetic method or "historical vi e,·/ ' 
co
uld 
be employed in the school curriculum as o means to 
trace the process of society's making. 
Children at the Dewey Laboratory Schoo l were placed in 
one of eleven groups, depending upon their aee. The first 
rALL 1973 
group, youngsters of pre-school age, were generally inv olved 
In the occupations of their contemporary world. There was a 
great deal of role playing and re-e nacting the iundarnent al 
occupations of the home. Graduall y their perspectives were 
broadened to include an understanding of the interaction of 
family and community. 5<.'Ch games as playing store, 0< 
playing mailman, or milkman, as well as playing house, were 
Ct'rried out. Wirth reports that "in these activities relevant. 
questions would be raised which would lead to ampli fication 
and refinement in the later sc hoo l years: Where does it come 
from? Where does it 50? How does it work?"6 
tlistorical study was not introduced until the child had 
progressed to Group IV, the seven·vear-olds, at which t ime 
the study of history centered in the evolutionary develop-
ment of civiliLa tion, heginning \' 'it h an investigation of the 
occupationa l t\Ctivities fron1 their simp lest origins. Oe\vey1s 
position was that children working with and becoming 
personally involved in the present occupational and social 
life of their elders would naturally be interested in the 
historical evolution of those occupations.9 
One important principle Dewey relied on was that the 
curiosiiy of the child would grow out of some present 
si tuation. Then the question "Mow did it al l come about?" 
would lead the child b.; ck to the study of primitive man. 
Dewey believed it would be possible, and, for that matter, 
desirable to go back to primitive man because that was man's 
simplest stage o( development. He wrote: 
The va lue o( J)ri1 n itive history is in simply (Odu<:ing 
everything to 1t.s simplest elcmerlt), 1t gives us th e problem of 
society in its ~st and fe-.,.,·es-t terms, and therefore in a way 
most ea..ly grasped, 1><vticularly by the imagination of the 
chdd .10 
An interesting and im1)o rtant reason for having children 
study the primitive stage, and. for that matter. all the stages 
between primitive and contemporary, is that it shows the 
child the situations man faced in that period are in kind l ike 
those he faces today. To achieve this goal, Dewe1 • sugges ted 
that the child use his imagination to conjure up the primitive 
e1w ironment and attempt to solve the kinds o f problems man 
foced at that tirno. Par ticu larly he was to 
realize how the fvndamenta_I problems oi procvrina sub-
sistence, )helter. and protec.1ion hav~ been met: and by 
seeing ho\v thoS-e \·,.ere solved in the earlier days of the 
human 1ace, fortn $Ome <:o nc:eptio n of th~ lol\g road v.·hith 
ha!> had to bt traveled, and of the successive inventions by 
\Vh
ich 
the race h11s been brou~ht forv.·ard in culture.11 
Arthur G. Wirth reports that Groups IV and V. for seven· 
and eight-year-Olds, were pivotal years, and were thoroughly 
and sys tematically developed. Where Group IV concentrated 
on the lay ing of "soc iohistorico l" foundations. Group V 
moved to study a world that had been expanded by 
migr~tion, exploration, and dis.:overy. Psychologically, it was 
believed that this was the period " in which to shift from 
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direct to 'derived modes of activity.' "12 It was felt that when 
the child reached the age of eight he had a psychological 
need to acquire skills in reading, writing, and number tools in 
order to progres>. 
Group V began the study of history by concentrating on 
the study of the Phoenicians. Study of the Phoenicians as 
traders rather than farmers or hunters was emphasized 
bccau~e that led to the study of a new kind of man with new 
kinds of problems. Later in the year students began the study 
of i;rcat exp lorers. The voyages of such men as Magellan, 
Marco rolo. and Columbus were studied in some detail. This 
led to questions about oceans, meteorology, astronomy, the 
llSe of the com1>ass, and as trolgy. Thus, by the end o f the 
year the chi ld had grea t!\' enlarged his perspectiv e from 
occupations around the house to the beginning of a civl lltcd 
hunlarl experienoe. 
Groups VI through X, for children aged nine through 
thirteen, turned their attention to the history of the Unned 
States A real eifort was made to introduce the child to 
American history through an examination of "the exploration 
and conquest or the continent, the establishment or the 
Colonies, and the founding of the republic."13 When colonial 
history was studied. children in the textile studio actuall y 
used spinning wheels and looms. Other children recon-
structed typical industries of the colonial period. Chi ldren 
studied the home life of the colM ials in some detail while 
one group planned, built, and furnished a colonial room. The 
goal \l\.ras "to show how occupations and indus tries gr ew out 
of real needs, ho"v in dividuals and comrnunities became 
expe rts in making or growing certain things, and how trade 
between the colo n ics began .''14 Graduall y the study of 
history became more specialized; historical accounts were 
read and written and oral reports were presented. 
Grou1> XI , for fourteen· and fifteen-year-olds, was in 
ope< at ion only two years. Records are sketchy and it appears 
that the staff never got beyond a tentative program. 
This b<iel example of the genetic method shows that 
Dewey intended it to be used only as a means of simplifying 
contemporary society, thereby making i t possible for the 
child to study phases of social life and growth. The genetic 
method was oselul for identifying the various stages of man's 
development but was not used to trace the origin of some 
contem1>01ary problem. However, as pointed out, once tho 
child was stud1•i ng a part icular stage o f development, certain 
problems mnn face d in that stage were id ntified and solved. 
ll is rlO\\' possible lo exanlin e De\\'ey's \\.·ritin gs concern in g 
problems that confront the history teacher and some of his 
sugges tions concerning methods that wi ll achieve the desired 
goals at the elementary and secondary education levels . 
At the Dewey Laboratory School, history was approached 
primarily in terms of its industrial, economic, and social 
aspects throughout the curriculum. This apj)(oach is an 
important concept in Dewey's writings in the teaching of 
history because 11 establishes his approach to the eeneral 
goals of the history teacher in the public schools. Howe\'i!r, 
the relationship between the general goals of historical in-
struction and the approach to those goals by emphasizing 
mainly the economic and industrial aspects of history has not 
been made clear. That will be done at this point. 
Dewey made a most cogent statement on the relationship 
between the aim of historical instruction and the industrial 
and econor·nic aspects of history in Monograph No. 8 of the 
Elementary School Record. He wrote 
H the ain1 of historic~! instru ction Is to enable the child to
Clppreciate the values of ~oc1nl life, to :ic~ in itru.1,ginat ion the 
forces '.vhi<:h favor and allo\v n1en'$ ~H~ctive co-operatiol'I 
\ ... ith orle another, to ll! ldersta nd th e .so rts of ch(l rac ter that 
ln'!l1) on and hold back, the csscn1 ial thing in its presentation 
is to make it n1oving1 dynarnie.15 
Dewey went on to say that when history is taken as 
dynan1i<:. as moving, its econo1n ic and industrial aspects are 
en1phasized. For Dewey, .. econorn ie" ;;tnd ''industrial "' were 
only technical words "which ex ,press the problem with which 
hu1nanity is unceasingly engaged; hO\" to live, hO\\f to master 
and use nature so as to make it tributary to the enrichment of 
human lile."16 He explained this concep< well in Democracy 
,md Education when he wrote, 
\Ve do not need to go into disputes regarding the econon1ic 
interpretation of history to reali 1.c thaL the industrial hist-Of)' 
of mankind gives iosight into two hnporl;int phases of social 
life in a .. vat• \Vhich no other phase of history can possibly do. 
ll prese11ts us '"ith knowled~t of Lhe s1.1ccessive il\ventiolls by 
which th¢onHi cal science has bee n appl ied to the control of 
nature in the inte1ests of sec1.1rlty (Ind l)rosricr ity of social life. 
It thus reveals the soccess1v(} c:ouscs of social prog ress. Its 
other service isto put before os the thioi;s that fundamentally 
cont~rn 
all 
rnen i11 common- the occ.u1>alio11s and values 
conr1ected '°"ith gettiog a livin~. Economic llistO"' deals wilh 
the aclivitie-s, the c.ar~er. and fortunes of the common man as 
dQ.e) no other branch of hiStOfY The one 1lung that evei)• 
1ndividllal must do i.s to Jive; the one thing that socict\t mus  
do rs 10 secure from each 1nd1vidual his fair c;Qntribution to 
the getlC'1at well betng and see lo 1C that a just return is made 
to him.17 
It is little wonder, then, that Dewey would say that the 
fundamental his•.ory of man i5 economic and industrial 
history. li ttle wonder, too, that given his general aim of 
histo rical ins truction, his suggestion for achieving those aims 
would emphasize economic and induwial as1>ects of history. 
With this background i t Is now 1>osslble to examine Dewey's 
general pedogogica l princi ples as they relate to history in 
elemen tary education. 
Dewey pointed out that there arc lwo major problems 
confronting the history teacher in the elementary school. 
One is centered on how to secure adequate simp lification of 
the material and yet have it retain its salient p0ints; the 
second is concerned with the proper amount of historical 
detail to be studied. 
Dewey suggested two methods, both popular at the time 
he was writing, to meet the demands of the first problem. The 
first method is the biographical and story view, the principle 
of which is that history shou ld be approac hed in the " form of 
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biographies of great historical characters and heroes and 
leaders. and through the medium of anecdotes and stories 
associated with these great characters."18 There is, however, 
a drawback to this method. Dewey W.lS concerned that some 
tea
chers 
using the biographical method might have a ten· 
dency to reduce history to a number of interesting stories of 
grc,1t men, and, thereby. practically eliminate the element of 
growth, continuity, and development. He wrote: 
Thcs~ $O(.ial leaders ate always repre sentati ve. each one 
represcneing: a ce nter, a focusing of a large nu 1nbcr of social 
co1,di1 ioo s and fJrob1ems t'nd forces: and so far as l~lementurv 
e<luc.otlvn i$ tonce rr1ed, it seems to 1ne that the ideal should 
bt: to renHti n Hue to Lhe historical point of vie\.,. , that Is. to 
thlll o( i;rO\vth, of deve lopment, by disc ussi ng th e 
dcvclOJ)rnent quite largely as t pified and surnmed up , fl$ 
r~1Htsented In 
individual 
chara cters. ·19 
lhe ;e<ond method that Dewey suggested to simplify the 
study of historical material is the "institutional approach.'' 
The view is that the study of history should center about 
111stitut1ons ... The ode~ is that by taking the family in various 
parts of th<' country, or some other social form, and by having 
the child become acquainted with it as it existed on different 
(lges and countries, a syste1natic. view ol society as a who le 
can be bui 11 up.''20 Dewey seemed to have his doubts about 
the use of the inslilutional method at the elementary level. 
He stated 1h\\t ii v.•as in use in a nornlaJ school in 1\.1ichigan, 
but 1hat It mighl be too analytic for use in the elementary 
sc
h
oo1 .2113eyond that he mentioned little else about it in any 
of his \\•ritings. 
The oth er major problem confror. ling the history teac her at 
the elementary level centers on the proper amount or 
hi >torocal detail and th e relationship of his torica l details to 
one Mother The teacher can create confusion on the one 
hand by attempting to give practicall'y all the facts, and on 
the other by dwelling on too few facts. Therefore, the cf· 
iectovc hoslory teacher must rind a medium between the two 
extrernes 
Unfortunat('ty, the history teacher does not receive much 
help from textbooks. The typical American history 1ex1book 
is organized chronologically and riddled with detail. Dewey 
was generally cri1ica l of this approach to history. lie wrote: 
\.Vher1 il is aLLcfn~)1Cd v. ·ithin the lin1its of the textboo k, it is 
obvious 
lh
at there tire a great number of particular r>ersons, 
bnulcs, cnn1pa igns, etc., spokco of. The res ult of 1hat 
rnuhl pllc11v of details is t ha t details of anolhcr sort aie 
inevitab l\' cro"·<led Otit. That is, the circumstcio ces and 
co"ditiOO$ which re ally give one of the points discussed its 
1n(l.lnlng, v.•hich drive it hol'n e to one, milk e it capable of 
trans
lation 
O\•er uuo living terms , are lmost of ncc-0ssity le(t 
out.22 
Furthermore, O<>wey suggested that if the child simply 
mcm<>ri•es 
facts 
concerning, say the Pilgrims' landing in New 
England, his mind is left with only a little information . llut he 
believ<'d that, 
If a child spends t\<\•o or Lhree months even on that subject, 
\ ... orklng out 1hc reason \vhy those people came over, ho\v 
f/\LL 1973 
they lived. and in getting acquainted with th~ variou$ in-
d1vkluals in such a way that dW!y mean something to him, 
\'i.'orking out h~· the town \YaS laid oot and hO\ ...  the people 
ma11aged their afia.its , the" thing at once becomes a Yitai 
\•hole. It LS obvious tha.1 vou cannot do that and attempt to 
C::O\'er everyth1n.g frQm 1492 <O 1899 1n one year. You mu$t 
pick out things which are r~allv representa1ive and typical 
aod , .. "Ork them out with a grea1 del'I o( elaboration.23 
This means thal Dewey's answer to the two major problems 
<:onfronting the history teacher in elementary education is 
one and the same, the representative topic method. Thus, it is 
now possible to state a basic pedagogical principle of his in 
the area of history: " In history the pedagogical demand is 
olore and more for typical Cases, for representative topics 
which will be worked out in a grea t deal of detail, with a great 
deal of acc.01npanying circumstance.1124 
By way of surnrn arv, Oei;vey \\'Ould say that it is desirable 
for history in the elementary school to result in the power to 
imagine. to sense social relationships, and to have in mind 
some of the chief historical embodiments of the working out 
of these forces. He was convinced that, 
The child should be left wolh a S"'1S<I of these historical cm· 
bodimewns of the social for«:s in such a way as to feel the 
mome:ntous continuity and proeress, although unable 
philosophical
ly 
in an\' ·way to de-fin<: them. But if the chi ld 
does not get a sense of mo111cnlvrn , a sense of moving on into 
a highe r $tat~ of thiflg.) Qt E:(ICh stage, a se1l$e of advance, he is 
tosing one of thti most 1n1port21nt poirus in Lhe study of 
historv.25 
Dewey wrote little about teaching history in the secondary 
schoo ls. One reason may be that he never got beyond the 
preliminary stages with his secondary programs at the 
Laboratory School. Nevertheless, the evidence indicates that 
he believed secondary level problems occur in connection 
with the ethical and practical value of history. He was in-
terested particularly in the idea that history, in the ethical 
and practical sense, should be considered in relabon to 
civics. He \vrote: 
If the knoo•ledge oi h1itory does no1 somehow relate itself to 
exi$ting problems and conditions, if the student does not g~i 
something out of it Which makes him more in telJigent in 
dealing \vith curre nt pr oblems of social life a. nd of r>oliti cs . he 
ccftainly does not get th e fu II be1lcfiL of it, and it is the study 
of civil governnlent, no\Y gencrnll y call ed civics , wh ich has 
bce 1-. pa 1t icul arly urged of ll)tO Ct.S o 1n ean s of enabl ing the 




Dewey suggested that students of secondary school age 
should begin the study of hi story with the study of social 
functions, or c ivics, rather than govern1nental forms. That i.s, 
s1udents should learn first what the community must do for 
11> various citizens. Although he did not state this absolutely, 
he did seem to believe that a sufficient background in civics 
can be acquired by the end of tht' first or second year of high 
school . 
Dewey made clear that once the siudent has learned what 
che communit1• must do for its various citizens, he is ready to 
23 
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oogin a more definite study of institutions. This phase begins 
not so much with the direct study of institutions as it does 
from the purposes whi(:h are meant to be rea lized. Also, at 
this 1X>int, the teacher can begin instruction in comparative 
and historical study. Dewey suggested students might deal 
vvith such questions as: 
\•Vhat \ .. ·as the institutionil.1 organiz<ltion of Greece, Rome or 
feudalism? \'\'hat has been the struggle of modern times to 
secure V\•hat kin(J of iosti Lutions . and why? Why do 
democr<1tk; institotions conserve the publi c w·elfare nd also 
individua l freedom more fully than those other institutiona l 
founs that have pr~viously been studicd?27 
It is clear that Dewey's plan for the study of history in 
secondary ed ucation included a c..omparative insti tutioria l 
study with reference to the ethical value of ends. Me ex-
plained that when he used the term ethical, he meant " the 
en
largement 
of the freedoms of the indiv:idual and the sphere 
oi common interests and n1utuat services.''28 He also 
acknowledged that history continually presents ethical 
problems as to why people did certain things, whether they 
should have done them, and what their motives were. In 
addition to the general aspects of ethical problems in history, 
there are the individual aspects of ethics: "°the study of 
character. for which no ru les can be laid down in advan<:e, 
but to which it is desirable to have a great deal of incidental 
attention paid."29 
Dewey said little beyond these bri ef remarks about the 
teaching of history in secondary education; these writ ings 
if\dicate that he never got beyond the tentative planning 
st.ages with his suggestions. 
Dewey suggested that in the transit ion from secondary 
school to higher education the student wou ld naturally get a 
philosphical view of history.30 For the most part, his writings 
.on this subject, limi ted to 1898-1899, include only a brief 
reference to causation- hardly enough to understand ful ly 
what he means by a philosophical v iew of history. In fact, his 
remarks about causation are so general that it is difficul t to 
know what he means by it. For instance, he stated that 
causation in the narro\.v sense can be used in the physical 
sciences but cannot be applied to history. Mowever, he said, 
c<Josation in a larger sense, in the sense of philosophy of 
growth, of movement of historical evolution, should be the 
culmination of a strictly historical study. It would appear that 
this is a different concept of causation from that found in 
later works, notably logic. However, it is apparent that 
Dewey bel ieved that if students in higher education woula 
study history from a phi losophica l view, both extreme 
conservatism and radicalism would be impossible.31 
Dewey made a iew other general comments about history 
in higher education, as in his suggestion that the professional 
1nan, for instance in science or 1nedicine, ought to kno, .. · the 
history of his profession as it relates to the general process of 
civilization. 
If Dewey did not fully develop his views with regard to 
history studies in secondary and h igher education, he 
nevertheless had a strong sense of their place in a sequentiai 
24 
prograrn. /\s succinct a su1nrnary of h is contextual 1>er* 
spective as an1• is his declaration that 
\Vhen the curriculutn is or~aoized so that the elcn lcntary 
period takes ~•P its proper materivl and does its doe work 
\vith it, givillg the training of instinctive imagination and 
iosighl inLo the forces, and a certain arnou.nt of positive 
inforrnation in ·reg<:nd to the \V(ty th(?S e forces an~ crystall ized, 
and in the secondary period gives an insight into the 
dcvelop 1neot of iositutions in relation to the fundan1ental 
purpose.s of life, then. the ground v•ill be covered leaving 
roon) in the higher period for the philosophic.al view of 
history, anci also for the professional vi<M·.32 
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Donna Rudolph joins editorial board of review 
Donna M. Rudolph, who joins the Editorial Board of Review 
w11h this issue, is an associate professor al Sangamon State 
University, Spr ingfield, Ill inois. Earl y childhood educa ti on is 
her particular in1erest; she has laught nursery school and 
elementary pu pils for 16 years, 12 of 1hose in first grades in 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and West Virginia. She holds a 
mas te1·s dcsrce in reading from Colleg e of St. Th omas, St. 
Pa
ul, M
iMeso ta, and, after inili al doctoral studies at the 
Unive rsity of M inneso1a, wa s awa rde<l her Ed.D. degree in 
1971 by Nor1h ern Illinois University. Her dissertation topic 
was "The Deve lopment of a Curr iculum Design for Early 
Childhood Teacher Educa1 ion.'' As an assistan t professor, she 
taughl for a year ( 1971-72) at Kansas State Un ivcrsity. In 
March 1972 she joined the staff of the Il linois Superintendent 
of Pubhc Instruction as Director of Early Childhoood 
tducalion, adding Curriculum Development responsibilities 
two months later. In this position, she was much involved 
with state legislative hearings into the quality and possible 
i1nprovement of education in Illinois and with curricular 
programs throughout the state. Dr. Rudolph joined 
Sangamon State in the fall oi 1973 and notes 1hat she is 
"more than ever" involved with early chi Id hood educa tio n in 
school districlS across l he state. As serendipity, her 
pro fessional r es ponsibili ti es are often compatible wil h those 
of her husband, Or. Finian Murphy, State of Il linois Director 
of School Ps ychologist s. 
one view of •reality' 
"Despite the rhetoric of professional ism, the teaching force has quite rightly found 
itself more advantageously allied with the unionized worker. Salary, working con-
ditions, tenure - these are the problems with which perforce they have to be concerned, 
bec<1use they are treated as employees with limi ted res ponsibilities and virtually no 
autonomy. If I seem to approve of this proletariatization of teachers, it is not with 
pleasur e. I, too, have shared and worked for the ideal of a pro fess ional teacher for every 
classroo m, but since this ideal is probably not realizable for more than a sm all fraction 
of the teaching force, it is better for the vast majority of our teachers to bargain 
col lect ively for whatever advantages they can, rather t han sacri fice these benefits for a 
professional status they do not have and proba bly will not have in our time." 
- Harry S. Broudy 
The Real World of the Public Schoo ls, p. 147 
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovi ch, Inc., '1972) 
educational considerations graphic arts design and production 
Fronl and back covers of lhis issue of Educational C<>n· 
si
dcral
io ns and basic inside-p age graphic arts format 
designed by Kansas Sla te University student Mary Collier 
under the supervision of Carol S. Winegardner of Kansas 
State University's De r artment of Art. Basic type 
specifications by Ms. \<Vinegardner. Layout of tex t and 
illustrations by Warren I. Paul. Printed by Kansa s State 
University Printing Service und~r the supervision of George 
R. Ealo n. Circulation managed by Charles E. Litz. Publication 
information on p4lge one. 
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